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1. The session of participatory modelling at Tesino
The meeting has been held at Case dei Cintesi, in Cinte Tesino, on 13th December from 17.30 to
20.30 with the participation of 9 individuals. The participants, external to those involved in AlpJobs,
were:
Female, 23, entrepreneur in the manufacturing sector,
Female, 34 years old, educator and professional entrepreneur,
Male, 35, full-time agricultural entrepreneur,
Male,36, full-time agricultural entrepreneur,
Male, 40, part-time agricultural entrepreneur and employed in the manufacturing sector,
Male, 54, civil servant in the education and social sector.
Participans are resident in the district “Comunità Valsugana e Tesino”. People having activities
outside of and/or not be living in the “Inner Area”- Tesino have been invited to counterbalance
residents having entrepreneurial activity within the selected area
After a short introduction about the aim of AlpJobs and the scope of the meeting, the participants
were involved in the exercise of the pole.

The exercise has had the scope to understand which are the leverages to be used in order to
resolve a complex exercise. The participants were very effective and been able to perform the
exercise properly. That shows that they are trained in listening other individuals.

1.1.

Frames and definitions of desirable local futures

All participants decided to focus the exercise on that territory with the temporal boundary fixed at
2030.
Better quality of life, job opportunities and lively communities are the component of the desirable
future as expressed by participants. A consensus towards reaching this is that the actual socioeconomic situation should be improved, with not harnessing the local natural resources. In fact at
the moment the availability of services, the quality of some economic activities, the support to
some local value chains (i.e agriculture) and the socio-demographic context are not presenting
positive outlooks.
One aspect that emerged during the exercise is that participants were not able to properly identify
and address, as a leverage of change, most of the elements that, according to our analysis, are
composing the “local treasures” (see FEM “Report on promising local values and skills”).
Connecting any kind of activities of development with them is a pre-requisite for lasting initiatives.

1.2.

Critical events and patterns

More work opportunities (e.g. with young locals investing in quality agriculture) and a better
demographic balance were highlighted as critical events by participants.
The current situation in Tesino shows a double-side situation. There are new entrepreneurs
investing in agriculture and tourism, capable to take out the best from resources available locally
(berries and vegetables, hiking and bike trails, etc.). On the other side, some value chains are
showing difficulties (manufacturing activities in particular), there is a perceived lack of services (in
particular for health and children care), dis-aggregation and missed collaboration are symptoms of
parochialism that is halting local development (for example availability of land/buildings and of a
proper water system for agricultural sector) within a fragmented and multi-layered normative
framework (from regional to local level).
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The best expected scenario is that new activities will be created (accompanied by a higher quality
of services for tourists in particular or with renovation of building stock) so that young persons will
be able to remain locally, natural resources are not depleted (as for quality of water and no further
land take) and the social texture is maintained lively. The fear is that the conflicts will not be
resolved, less working opportunities are available in Tesino and young locals are forced to move
externally to live and work.

1.3.

Related variables and the system structures

Starting from the individual exercise, then the participants were able to reflect on a series of
variables that, within a system perspective, can increase the number of firms created and
managed by locals.
The variables proposed by participants were the following:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)

collaboration among institutions, associations and economic actors of different value chains,
homogenous and coherent application of regulations at municipality level,
reduced bear of bureaucracy,
availability of land, buildings and cheap water (with an appropriate cost),
digital connectivity,
access and mobility issues to/from Tesino,
intra-generational collaboration/support,
intra- and inter-sectorial collaboration/partnership,
(public) services for local micro-firms,
broadening market opportunities respect the actual ones,
flexible working conditions,
co-working opportunities and/or collective spaces for companies supporting local collaboration,
involvement of young locals into economic activities,
continuous (formal and informal) education opportunities tailored to Tesino.,

1.4.

Mental models

Some major elements have emerged during the exercise.
The mental approach to do not “taken for granted” the various elements composing the local
system (environmental, economic, social and cultural) has to be put on discussion. All these
elements, and their interactions, in order to gather most of the possible feedbacks have to be
explicated. The approach has to be adopted both at individual and community level.
Young persons have to be taken in more consideration by local administrators and population. A
young person is more propositive and is less constrained to be involved in new experience with the
connected risks. It works only if people are thinking that is worthwhile to explore new opportunities.
A novel framework of support for economic initiatives (hopefully lead by young persons) has to be
identified. The actual models are, according to participants’ view, not so effective. New ones
(cooperatives, entrepreneurial, communitarian, etc…) should, in particular for remote areas, rely on
obtain minor management costs and more revenues.

Assumption between Nr of Youngs =S=> Nr Local Firms
“I guess that youngs are willing to meet challenges”

Assumption between Foresight and political will (nr. years of vision in the plans) =S=> Trust of
entrepreneurs
“I guess that if policy makers should wotk out medium-long term plans (beyond their own legislative
term/political mandate)”

Assumption between Management costs =O=> Nr Local Firms
"I guess that public investments in facilities for local firms will help increase of management
costs will cause the further closure of local firms”

2. Policy proposals through systems thinking
Extracted from the causal maps are emerging three main feedbacks that can also be interpreted as
possible policies or initiatives.
The first one is to create a permanent Forum (“Consulta”) that could act as a leverage for the
strategies of local development with either public authorities or other private firms, in particular on
the offer of social and economic services.

The second one is to create another permanent Forum (“Consulta”), mainly formed by
entrepreneurs, which is more focused on individuate new economic opportunities valorizing young
individuals. According to the missing skills in the area and the need to improve knowledge in specific
sectors, the creation of (formal and informal) education is relevant in this second policy.

The third one rely more on the creation of a “network of trust” within local actors. Public bodies
must play a key-role in the network, both on offering services and opportunities (spaces, buildings,
etc) and acting as the “higher” local representative in order to negotiate similar support that occur
in other more developed territories of the region.

3. The learnings
What do you think participants have learned?
Attending the meeting and being part of the participatory exercise gave to attendees a couple of
learnings. The first one, is to approach analysis including a largest number of variables rather than
an usually defined small set of them (as commented by one participant, it helped to “tend myself to
examine problems fully”). The second one is the relevance to work, discuss and find solutions
collectively. This is reachable with a process of dialogue and confrontation, in which “is important
to get the attention from other locals and administrators in the municipality to get it sorted out”.
What do you think the participants had more difficulty understanding or managing?
Participants felt the difficulty to stay focused on the “overall picture”, as required by the system
approach. This difficulty has been resolved during the exercise, and in the last steps all the
participants were acting under a systemic vision. As expressed by some of them, at the beginning
they have found “very difficult to come out from the traditional mental models” and it was
“frustrating because it remind to me that “I am not the unique desperate guy here”.

In what do you think systems thinking could be useful for your activities and projects?
Participants recognized that a participatory planning meeting was a great tool of collaboration and
found “very useful a confrontation on similar topics with people coming from different
backgrounds”. They have also realized that it could be a tool to be used to have a different
dialogue with local authorities. In fact, as some participants commented, “it would be interesting to
have been involved the local administrators too”.
Some of them were very curious about the methodology adopted and after the exercise
commented positively. “I have found it very interesting and constructive. If I was not seriously
interested, I will not be here now”. Another one gain confidence afterwards and in relation to
possible application at individual level replied: “Yes, I think I will adopt this approach in my
professional activities”. A similar feedback come from another that commented “You understand
from which it is possible to start already tomorrow to create a change and an impact”.
What do you think about the futures desired by your participants/stakeholders?
The quality of life and the landscape of Tesino are recognized like the main driver to maintain
some young entrepreneurs there. Without further job opportunities at local level, Tesino will
collapse under actual demographic trends. New companies could create the right leverage to
reinvigorate the social and economic structure. The burden of a public sector not supportive to
local companies or to any kind of common development initiative, is a common trait that has
emerged frequently. Moreover, the elements emerged during the meeting represent some of the
possible solutions that should be undergone in Tesino for achieving the desired vision of lively
community in 2030.

